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The workshop was orgallised by Thonlas Beth (Karlsruhe) and covered the cur
rent research in the field of cryptographic hash functions that are an important tool
e.g. when digitally siguing eJectronic messages. The talks considere~ the use of hash
functions in cryptography as wen as requirements and principles for designing such
functions. In a. third group of ta.lks results of hash function cryptanalysis were pre
sented.

On Thursday evenillg CL p]enar discussion on the state of the art took place. Partic
ipants of the workshop suggested tha.t 128 bit hash function output length might be
insufficient for future use because of the expected advances in co~puting technology.
Furthermore, the appli<.:a.bility of parallel calculations to cryptographic hash func
tions was discussed. In future, intennediate solutions between parallel and sequential
calculation should be explored.

A li::>t of thc talks can be found in the appendix.
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Vortragsauszüge

G. BRASSAR.D:

Privacy Amplifieation by Ha.shing

Assurne that Aliee and Bob share a random n-hit string x, hut that this string is
somewhat cOlnpromised: Eve has obtained partial information about it. Perhaps she
knows k physical bits of x, for k < n, or perhaps she knows the value of e(x) for some
function e : l:n -+ Ek that she cleverly chose (E = {O, I}), or perhaps she obtain~d x
through a binary symmetrie eha.nnel (BSC) with error probability 11% (in which case
she has k ~ n/2 bits of Shannoil information about x).

Even though they do not know exa.ctly what Eve knows, Alice and Bob have
an upper bound on the infonnation in Eve' s hand (k) and they know what type
of information it is (physieal bits, value of a funetion, shannon information through
BSC). Their goal is to publicly a.gree on a compression hash function h : En -+ En-k-t

for some safety pa.ralneter t ~ 0 such that Eve' s information about h(x) is arbitrarily
small even thoughshe learns a11 about the function hitself in addition to what she
already knows about x. The value h(x) can then be used as shared secret key between
Alice and Bob.

It is proven that if Eve' s R.enyi(or collision) information about x is no more than
k bits, then both her Shannon and n.enyi information about h(x) is less than 2- t

/ ln2
in the expeeted sense. However her Shannon informa.tion could be very much smaller
and nluch less severe e0111pression could be sufficient to bring it down to roughly 2-t •

E. BIHAM:

On the Applieability of Differential Cryptanalysis to Hash Functions

Differential cryptanalysis with respect to hash functions was presented, along with
comparisons of the nlain requireUlents from cryptosystems and hash functions. The
differential cryptanalysis of N-Hash and Snefru were shown, with conclusions ahout the
design criteria for hash functions. Most of these criteria were already (independently)
used in MD4, MD5 and NIST-SHS. It was advised to incorporate the initial value
hi - 1 into the w's entering direetly into the various rounds of SHS. Notion of security
zones in the design of hash functiolls was suggested.
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F. DAMI\1:

Requirements for Cryptographic Hash Functions

•

Cryptographic hash functions are a wi~ely used tool when digitally signing elec·
tronic messages. We try to discuss the quality requirements such functions should
fulfill. Basically there are functional and ~ecurity requirements. Functional require
ments like e.g. contraction of the input and fast calculation are ordere~ by priority
in the algorithm design and implementation process. Security requirements like col
lision resistance are seen with respect to known weaknesses of cryptographic hash
functions and from an abstract point of view like 'calculation of collisions must be
hard'. Requirements are analysed for logical interdependencies and thus a framework
for the assessment of cryptographic hash functions is outlined that could be of help
to designers, users and the cryptographic research community. (Joint work with Fritz
Bauspieß.)

A. JUNG:

R.andom Numbers in Ha$h Funct.ions

In his 1991 paper "Efficient Signature Generation by Smart Cards", C. P. Schnorr
describes a signature schenle which uses the hash function in such a way that oollisions
or dependencies no longer pose a threat. This is achieved by iricluding in the hash·
ing process an internlediary va.lue froIn the signature scheme. We show how such a
property can be achieved for any signature schem~ without compromising the hashing
process. The solution that we propose and that we claim to introduce no new weak
nesses is to choose a random number r (for every signature), to compute h(h(r), m)
and sign this value. Tbe signature then consists of the pair (s(h(h(r), m)), r). Since
r can be of size about 260

, neither performance nor storage requirements are aff~ct~d
much. .

T. MATSUMOTO:

Constructing One- Way Hash Functions aDd Relatives

We reveal a dllality between constrllctions of pseudo-random string generat~rs and
one-way hash functions. Applyillg the duality, we present a simple construction for
universalhash functions assulning the existence of one-way permutations. Using ideas
behind the construction, we propose a des.ign principle of constructing building blocks
(co~pressor) for one-way hash functions which can be useful for practical applications.

We also prove that !!n iversal Qne-way hash functions (UOHs) with respect to
initial-strings chosen unifonnly at random can be transformed ioto UOHs with respect
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to initial-strings chosen arbitrarily, and mention the research history of constructing
UOHs based on weaker assumptions. Furthermore, we investigate relationships among
various versions of one-way hash functions cl~sified by initial-string ensembles and
by models of comput~tion and by required security levels.

B·. PRENEEL:

Hash Functions Based on Blockciphers

Collision resistant hash functions· are an important tool for cryptographic appli- _
cations such as pseudo-randolTI generators and digital signature schemes. The talk ..
reviews the hash functions that are based on block ciphers. A distinction is made
between schemes where the size of the hashcode is equal to the blocklength of the
block cipher and schemes where the hashcode is twice as long. For the first case it
is possible to classify 1110st existing proposals in a general framework. For the second
type of functions an overview has been gi ven of existing proposals. Finally a new
scheme has been presented that a.llows a tradeqff between performance and security
level.

M. GIRAULT:

FFT Hashing (first Version) is not Col1ision-Free

The FFT hash-function proposed bySchnorr at CRYPTO '91 hashes messages of
arbitrary length into a 128-bit hash value. In this talk, we report a work by Baritaud,
Gilbertand Girault, which shows that this function is not collision-free (Daemen et al.
obtained independently the same result). We give the basic ideas of the attack, which
allows to get two distinct 256-bit messages with tbe same hash value. Finding such a

collision requires approxilnately 223 practical computations of the hash function, and
takes a few minutes on a SPARC workstation.

C.P. SCHNORR.:

FFT-Hash 1I

We propose an efficielit algorithn1 that hashes messages of arbitrary bit length into
an 128-bit hash value. 'The algorithm is designed to make the production of a pair
of colliding messages computationally infeasible. The algorithm perfo·rms a discrete
Fourier transform anel a polynolnial recursion over a finite field. Each hash value
in {O, I} 128 occurs with frequency at most 2-120 • This h~h function is an improved
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version of FFT-Hash 1 that was presented in the rump session of CRYPTO '91. It
counters the attacks by l\1arc Girault and Daemen, Bosselaers that have generated
collisions for FFT-Hash I.

P. CAMION:

A Probabilistic Algorithm th(\.t Breaks a Knapsack Hash Function

Let al,' .. ' a., be fixed integers of A binary digits randomly sele~ted. H T is a
plaintext of s binary symbols, T = (x I, ... , X.,), then

"
b= LXiai

i=l

is ~he proposed hash value.
The values assigned are 256 for sand 120 for A. Thus b has at most 120 +8 = 128

binary digits.
Thus the probability that a random 256-bit string be a solution is 2-128

•

Here a probabilistic algorithm is however designed which solves 'the problem and
thus breaks the knapsack.

The number of computations to come up with a solution is in the region of 232
•

(Joint work with Jacques Patarin.)

J.-J. QUISQUATER:

Collisions

Given a function h (DES, for instance), we first discuss about feasible computa
tions in order to define the possible power of attacks. After that, we examine the
complexity of finding a collision in different settings and the memory we need for
it. The complexity result is based on the assumption that we are spe'aking about
randorn mappings. It is possible to have problems otherwise. We then introduce the
concept of trapdoor in hash functions in order to exemplify the problem. Finally we
present arecent setting for hash functions (Zemor) and we show that there are many
advantages.
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M. YUNG:

Interactive Hashing

Combining Hash Functions and One-Way Functions has proven to be very effective
in implementing cryptographic primitives (such as pseudü-random generators & digi
tal signatures) based on reduced cryptographic assumptions. In this talk we present
recent developments of using hash in reducing computational-complexity assumptions
in interactive procedures (zero-knowledge proofs and protocols), via a generation of
hash-functions (& hashing) by interacting parties.

Berichterstatter: Fritz Bauspieß, Frank Damm
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